In the April 28, 2021 5MP Turf Breakout Subgroup meeting, there was discussion about the accuracy of ADWR’s data. As noted by ADWR, data used for the analysis are the data reported by courses in their annual reports. Courses are required to provide updated data annually. The Arizona Alliance for Golf stated that they sent updated data to ADWR. The data received from the Alliance as of April 30, 2021 is included below.

Between the February 24, 2021 and April 28, 2021 5MP Turf Breakout Subgroup meetings, ADWR used this feedback from the Alliance to update the results of each proposal. Courses that are closed were removed from the analysis. Courses that used commingled water were updated as a facility that used groundwater. For purposes of transparency, ADWR has not updated the February 24, 2021 meeting presentation with the corrected data, but those updated numbers are reflected in the April 28, 2021 meeting presentation. These updates did not change the directionality or ADWR’s interpretation of the results.

Data provided by the Alliance:

Closed Courses

- Phoenix Golf School (Adobe Dam Family Golf Center)
- Glen Lakes Municipal GC
- Falcon GC
- Club West GC
- Villa De Paz GC

Unsure

- Roles Inn Of America (*This facility is not regulated as it is under 9 holes*)
- View At Gold Canyon Ranch (*This is an active facility*)

Courses Using Commingled Water:

- Rolling Hills GC
- Quintero Country Club
- Pointe On Lookout Mtn GC
- Wildfire GC
- Cave Creek GC
- Leisure World Golf Course